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Abstract

Portal proteins are components of large oligomeric dsDNA pumps connecting the icosahedral capsid of tailed bacteriophages to

the tail. Prior to the tail attachment, dsDNA is actively pumped through a central cavity formed by the subunits. We have studied

the portal protein of bacteriophage P22, which is the largest connector characterized among the tailed bacteriophages. The mo-

lecular weight of the monomer is 82.7 kDa, and it spontaneously assembles into an oligomeric structure of approximately 1.0MDa.

Here we present a preliminary biochemical and crystallographic characterization of this large macromolecular complex. The main

difficulties related to the crystallization of P22 portal protein lay in the intrinsic dynamic nature of the portal oligomer. Recombinant

connectors assembled from portal monomers expressed in Escherichia coli form rings of different stoichiometry in solution, which

cannot be separated on the basis of their size. To overcome this intrinsic heterogeneity we devised a biochemical purification that

separates different ring populations on the basis of their charge. Small ordered crystals were grown from drops containing a high

concentration of the kosmotropic agent tert-butanol and used for data collection. A preliminary crystallographic analysis to 7.0-�AA
resolution revealed that the P22 portal protein crystallized in space group I4 with unit cell dimensions a ¼ b ¼ 409:4�AA, c ¼ 260:4�AA.

This unit cell contains a total of eight connectors. Analysis of the noncrystallographic symmetry by the self-rotation function

unambiguously confirmed that bacteriophage P22 portal protein is a dodecamer with a periodicity of 30�. The cryo-EM recon-

struction of the dodecahedral bacteriophage T3 portal protein will be used as a model to initiate phase extension and structure

determination. � 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Portal proteins, also known as head-to-tail connec-

tors, are large macromolecular oligomers found in all

tailed bacteriophages. They are located at a single vertex

of the icosahedral viral procapsid and present a char-

acteristic architecture of a cone-shaped channel. Dou-

ble-stranded DNA is pumped into the procapsid with a

high level of efficiency (Smith et al., 2001) in a process
that requires an accessory terminase complex and is

powered by ATP hydrolysis (Casjens and Huang, 1982;

Jackson et al., 1982). In addition to functioning as a

DNA pump, portal proteins provide a docking site for
the phage tail and also play a fundamental role in the

assembly of the prohead (Bazinet and King, 1985).

Portal proteins from different bacteriophages differ

significantly in size, charge distribution, and, at least in

vitro, number of subunits forming the oligomer. The

molecular mass of the portal monomer ranges from

35.9 kDa in /29 to a maximum of 82.7 kDa in P22 (see

Table 1). The oligomerization state of different portal
proteins has been widely investigated, mostly by electron

microscopy and image reconstruction for both wild-type

and recombinant connectors. Twelvefold symmetric

connectors were observed in bacteriophage T3 (Carazo

et al., 1986), T4 (Driedonks, 1981), T7 (Kocsis et al.,

1995), k (Kochan et al., 1984), P22 (Bazinet et al., 1988),

and /29 (Guasch et al., 1998a,b; Valpuesta et al., 1999).

However, mixed populations of 12 monomers and 13
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monomers have been also reported for bacteriophages

/29 (Dube et al., 1993; Tsuprun et al., 1994), T7 (Cer-

ritelli and Studier, 1996; Kocsis et al., 1995), and P2

(Rishovd et al., 1998). The unequivocal definition of the

internal symmetry is made difficult by the size of the

oligomer and, in the case of recombinant connector, by

the purity and homogeneity of the rings. In the case of

bacteriophage SPP1 portal protein, isolated recombinant
portal rings (gp6) display 13-fold symmetry under all

experimental conditions (Dube et al., 1993; Jekow et al.,

1998; Orlova et al., 1999; Tsuprun et al., 1994). In con-

trast, gp6 has a 12-fold symmetric structure when imaged

in the context of the viral connector, which also includes

gp15 and gp16 (Lurz et al., 2001). This suggested that the

viral assembly process may impose an oligomerization

state on the portal protein different from that dictated by
the protein assembly properties when isolated in solu-

tion. Based on a variety of studies of in vitro and in vivo

assembled connector oligomers, the dodecamer appears

to be the form present in the phage head, while other

oligomeric states may form when the connector is as-

sembled from recombinant protein.

Among all bacteriophage portal proteins, the best

level of functional and structural understanding has
been obtained for the bacteriophage /29. The head-to-

tail connector of this virus has been studied by atomic

force microscopy (Valle et al., 1996), epitope mapping

(Valle et al., 1999), cryoelectron microscopy and image

processing (Carazo et al., 1986; Valpuesta et al., 1999)

and X-ray crystallography (Badasso et al., 2000; Guasch

et al., 1998a,b; Simpson et al., 2000, 2001). In the re-

cently determined 2.9-�AA crystal structure of /29 bacte-
riophage portal protein (Simpson et al., 2000, 2001), the

connector appears like a hollow funnel forming a 75-�AA-

long channel. In the oligomer, 12 subunits are inter-

twined to form three morphologically distinct domains:

a wide crown-like domain of about 138�AA in diameter

with protruding lobules, a middle domain, and a narrow

cylindrical domain, approximately 66�AA in diameter.

The secondary structure elements forming the three
domains are also distinct, with both wide and narrow-

end domains formed mostly by antiparallel b-sheets and
the central domain made by a bundle of a-helices twis-

ted in a left-handed fashion. Running through these

three domains, there is a channel of about 40�AA in di-

ameter that can easily accommodate double-stranded

DNA. A cyclic RNA hexamer of 174 ribonucleotides,

encoded by the /29 genome and named prohead RNA

(pRNA), is bound to the connector and is required for

DNA packaging (Guo et al., 1987; Hendrix, 1998).

Therefore the actual DNA-packaging machine used by
/29 is a ribonucleoprotein complex formed by the

connector and the pRNA.

Different strategies are adopted by other tailed bac-

teriophages. In the case of P22, a bacteriophage that

infects Salmonella typhimurium, portal protein is exclu-

sively protein and accounts for an overall mass of ap-

proximately 1.0MDa. Negatively stained micrographs

of portal oligomers purified from virus revealed the ex-
istence of 12 arms and knobs projecting from a central

ring. The approximate length of the channel is 130�AA
while the central ring reaches about 180�AA in diameter

(Bazinet et al., 1988). The assembly of bacteriophage P22

portal rings has been characterized biochemically in vitro

using recombinant portal protein (Moore and Prevelige,

2001). Similar to connectors of other bacteriophages, the

purified P22 portal monomer can assemble into a ring-
like structure upon storage. The oligomerization process

has been investigated by a variety of biophysical tech-

niques including circular dichroism and Raman spec-

troscopies, thermal denaturation, and bis-ANS binding

fluorescence. These studies suggested that the assembly

of the monomeric subunit into the oligomeric structure is

accompanied by significant structural changes (Moore

and Prevelige, 2001; Rodriguez-Casado et al., 2001).
While it appears that there may be a structurally con-

served core between /29 and P22 (Rodriguez-Casado

et al., 2001), it remains unclear why in bacteriophage P22

the head-to-tail connector has such a large mass and

whether there is any correlation between the size of the

portal protein and the mechanism of phage maturation.

In this paper we present a preliminary biochemical

and crystallographic analysis of the P22 portal protein.
The P22 portal protein is the largest portal protein

among the tailed bacteriophages and provides several

interesting structural problems. We devised a strategy to

Table 1

Bacteriophage portal protein general composition

Bacteriophage aa No. MW subunit (kDa)a Subunit No. Isoelectric pointa

/29 (Guasch et al., 1998a,b) 309 35.9 12 5.03

P2 (Rishovd et al., 1998) 344 39.1 12/13 9.15

hk97 (Juhala et al., 2000) 424 47.2 ? 7.94

SPP1 (Lurz et al., 2001; Dube et al., 1993) 503 57.3 12/13 4.26

T3 (Carazo et al., 1986) 535 58.6 12 4.38

T7 (Kocsis et al., 1995) 536 59.1 12/13 4.49

P22 (Bazinet et al., 1988) 725 82.7 12 4.55

aMolecular weight and predicted isoelectric point are calculated on the basis of the amino acid sequence using programs available at http://

www.expacy.ch/.
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produce a homogenous population of recombinant P22
portal rings that we have crystallized in a highly con-

centrated solution of the kosmotropic agent tert-buta-

nol. Small but ordered crystals of P22 bacteriophage

portal protein were obtained and used for a preliminary

X-ray analysis to 7�AA. Larger crystals have been subse-

quently obtained by fast reequilibration of the pre-

cipitant after formation of microcrystal nuclei. A

preliminary analysis of the noncrystallographic sym-
metry by the self-rotation function confirmed that the

P22 assembles head-to-tail into a dodecameric structure.

We are currently using a pseudo-atomic model derived

from a cryo-EM reconstruction of T3 portal protein

(Valpuesta et al., 2000) to produce a molecular model

suitable for structure determination.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Protein expression, purification, and ring assembly

Full-length P22 portal protein gene was previously

cloned (Moore and Prevelige, 2001) in pET-21b vector

(Novagen) and the recombinant histidine-tagged protein

was expressed in Escherichia coli strain BL21 for 7 h at
room temperature. Purification was performed on Qia-

gen Ni-agarose beads according to manufacturer�s in-

structions. After extensive washing, the monomeric

protein was eluted with elution buffer (70mM sodium

chloride, 20mM Hepes, pH 7.5, 3mM b-mercap-

toethanol, 500mM imidazole) and extensively dia-

lyzed against Dialysis buffer (70mM sodium chloride,

20mM Hepes, pH 7.5, 3mM b-mercaptoethanol, 1mM
EDTA). Portal monomers were then concentrated at

�50mgml�1 using a Millipore concentrator (cut-off

50 kDa), and rings were formed by storage overnight at

room temperature (Moore and Prevelige, 2001). After

ring assembly, concentrated rings were centrifuged for

60min at 25 000g to remove aggregate and further pu-

rified by gel filtration chromatography on a Superose 6

column (Pharmacia), previously equilibrated in crystal-
lization buffer (70mM sodium chloride, 20mM Hepes,

pH 7.5, 3mM b-mercaptoethanol, 2.5mM magnesium

chloride). At this stage of the purification the portal

protein appeared more than 99% pure on SDS–PAGE.

A final round of ring purification by ion-exchange

chromatography was carried out on a Mono Q column

(Pharmacia), using a Pharmacia fast protein liquid

chromatography system. Samples were applied to a
Mono Q column preequilibrated in crystallization buffer

and eluted with a continuous 70–1000mM sodium

chloride gradient at constant flow rate of 0.2ml/min for

60ml. Peak fractions (2) and (3) were pooled and con-

centrated using a Millipore concentrator (cut-off of

50 kDa), and the buffer was exchanged during concen-

tration in crystallization buffer.

2.2. Crystallization

Crystallization trials were carried out by the sitting-

drop vapor diffusion method at 20 and 4 �C. Screens 1

and 2 (Hampton Research) were employed to determine

initial crystallization conditions. Prior to setting up

crystallization drops, the removal of micro-aggregate by

centrifugation was necessary to enable crystallization.

The best crystals were obtained using 30–34% tert-bu-
tanol, 70mM sodium chloride, 2.5% PEG 400 in 0.1M

sodium acetate, pH 5.6, with the portal ring at a con-

centration of �10mgml�1. Usually 3ll of P22 portal

protein solution was mixed with 3ll of reservoir solu-

tion and the mixture was maintained at 20 �C.

2.3. Synchrotron X-ray data collection and reduction

Data were collected from single small crystals

mounted in a ‘‘cryoloop’’ (Hampton Research), quickly

soaked in a cryoprotectant solution (30–34% tert-buta-

nol, 70mM sodium chloride, 25% PEG 400, and

100mM sodium acetate, pH 5.6), and promptly frozen

in a N2 gas stream. X-ray data collection was carried out

at BioCARS beamline 14BM-C, at the Advanced Pho-

ton Source, Argonne National Laboratories. Data were
collected on an ADSC 232 CCD detector with mono-

chromatic X rays at a wavelength of 1.0�AA and a de-

tector to crystal distance of 425mm. The oscillation

angle used was �0.7� and the exposure time was 30 s per

frame.

2.4. X-ray analysis

Data were processed and reduced with the HKL

package (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997) and further

analyzed with CCP4 programs (Collaborative Compu-

tational Project No. 4, 1994). The self-rotation function

was computed with data between 10 and 7.5�AA resolu-

tion and a radius of integration of 60�AA using the pro-

gram GLRF (Tong and Rossmann, 1997).

3. Results

3.1. Purification of homogenous oligomeric particles

Bacteriophage P22 portal monomer was overexpres-

sed in E. coli, yielding over 100mg of pure monomer per

liter of E. coli. Portal subunits spontaneously assembled
into rings when the concentration of the monomer was

raised to 5–10mgml�1 (Moore and Prevelige, 2001).

The purity and apparent homogeneity of the re-

combinant rings were confirmed by gel filtration chro-

matography, where the oligomeric connector migrated

as a single species at the expected molecular size of

�1MDa (Fig. 1A). Despite the high solubility, purity,
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and salt stability of the P22 connector, extensive crys-
tallization screenings were substantially unsuccessful.

Only small nearly two-dimensional plate-like crystals

were grown under highly concentrated alcohol solu-

tions. However, these crystals were not reproducible,

were difficult to manipulate and did not diffract X-rays.

As the lack of homogeneity had been previously re-

ported for recombinant portal proteins (Cerritelli and

Studier, 1996; Kocsis et al., 1995; Rishovd et al., 1998),

the poor quality of the crystals that we grew probably
reflected the intrinsic heterogeneity of the rings formed

by the recombinant oligomer. In order to select a ho-

mogeneous population of portal rings we took advan-

tage of the acidic character of the portal monomer (the

theoretical isoelectric point is �4.7, see Table 1) and the

salt resistance of the portal ring, which was stable in

sodium chloride concentrations as high as �600mM.

When a concentrated portal protein solution was in-
jected onto an anion-exchange chromatography column

and the bound protein was eluted with a sodium chlo-

ride gradient (about 60 bed volumes, see Section 2),

three fractions were eluted, corresponding to peaks

(1), (2), and (3) shown in Fig. 1B. The earliest peak, (1),

eluted at �400mM sodium chloride, corresponding to

the monomer. A second large peak was observed at a

concentration of sodium chloride between 450 and
550mM and finally a third peak was eluted at �650mM

sodium chloride. The presence and position of peaks (2)

and (3) varied substantially depending on the starting

concentration of the portal ring loaded onto the column.

At concentrations lower than 20mgml�1, peak (2) ap-

peared polydisperse in a range of salt concentrations

ranging between 450 and 600mM sodium chloride. In

contrast, peak (3) appeared only when the rings were
assembled from monomers concentrated to 40mgml�1.

If peaks (2) and (3) were analyzed on gel filtration

chromatography under identical experimental condi-

tions as in Fig. 1A, they migrated with an identical re-

tention volume (data not shown), which was also

indistinguishable from the heterogeneous ring prior to

anion-exchange fractionation. The inability of gel fil-

tration chromatography to resolve different populations
of rings could be explained by the similar size of different

oligomers. Even particles differing by one or more su-

bunits were too similar to be resolved by gel filtration

chromatography because of the poor separation power

of gel filtration in this range of mass (�1MDa). Alter-

natively it is possible that peaks (2) and (3) were in

dynamic equilibrium in solution (Fig. 1C). In this case

the single peak observed in Fig. 1A would reflect a
mixture of different oligomers and not a single popula-

tion of rings. The anion-exchange fractionation could

separate distinct rings being adsorbed to the cationic

matrix of the column and not in solution.

3.2. Crystallization of P22 connector under high concen-

tration of the kosmotropic agent tert-butanol

To screen for crystallization, portal rings from both

elution peaks (2) and (3) were desalted and concentrated

to between 5 and 80mgml�1. Peak (1) was not used as it

contained only monomeric portal protein. For peaks (2)

and (3) crystalloid precipitates appeared under several

conditions at pH �5.6 in the presence of tert-butanol

(30–34%) and small amounts of polyethylene glycol 400

Fig. 1. Dynamic instability of bacteriophage P22 portal rings. (A) Gel

filtration chromatogram of purified reassembled portal rings. (B)

Separation of different subpopulations by ion-exchange chromatog-

raphy. (C) Diagram showing the equilibrium existing among portal

monomers (M), oligomeric particles formed by the correct number of

subunits (Rr; right ring) and aberrant rings (Rw;wrong ring).
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or ethylene glycol (2–2.5%). Crystals grew within 1–2
days and reached maximum size within a week. How-

ever, crystals from peak (2) grew with a plate-like

morphology (typical size of � 100� 40� 5lm3), similar

to those obtained from portal protein not purified by

anion-exchange chromatography, and diffracted X-rays

only weakly. In contrast, crystallization droplets of

connectors from peak (3) produced, under similar con-

ditions, small bipyramidal crystals. These crystals
showed clear edges and regular morphology, although

only in the best cases did they reach 70lm in the longest

dimension (Fig. 2A), and they appeared within 8–12

weeks. Addition of additives such as magnesium chlo-

ride and calcium chloride did not appear to assist the

crystallization.

Solutions highly concentrated in tert-butanol

were previously reported for the crystallization of

bacteriophage /29 connector (Guasch et al., 1998a).
This possible similarity suggests a correlation between

the chemical properties of this compound and the

crystallization of portal proteins. Tert-butanol is a

kosmotrope and crowding agent (Franks and Reid,

1973), which acts, at room temperature, in water as a

powerful ‘‘structure promoter.’’ Like other kosmo-

tropes, tert-butanol stabilizes proteins by decreasing

their solubility and inducing salting-out. This effect is
caused by the capacity of kosmotropes to exclude water

from the surface of proteins, which are preferentially

hydrated in an aqueous environment. Simultaneously,

the exclusion of water promotes the folding by

strengthening hydrophobic interactions at the protein–

protein interface (Hope and Struhl, 1987; Jelesarov et

al., 1998). In the case of large oligomeric assemblies like

/29 and P22 portal rings, crystallization under highly
concentrated solutions of tert-butanol (up to 34%) could

be explained by a synergistic effect of the tert-butanol in

stabilizing the oligomerization of the portal monomer

and salting-out the ring. The stabilization of the oligo-

mer could be achieved by stabilizing hydrophobic in-

teractions at the monomer:monomer interface,

effectively reducing the intrinsic dynamic instability of

the oligomer and ‘‘locking’’ the ring into a more discrete
conformational state. Alternatively, the tert-butanol

could induce crystallization by promoting the folding of

a domain that is not present in the monomer but forms

upon oligomerization. The latter is in good agreement

with the observation that the oligomerization of P22

connector is accompanied by a significant gain in alpha-

helical content (Moore and Prevelige, 2001), suggesting

that the portal ring contains an ordered domain that is
not present in the unassembled monomer. We are cur-

rently testing whether several other kosmotropic small

ions (F�, SO2�
4 , Liþ) of high density, well characterized

for their properties of ‘‘water structure makers,’’ could

promote crystallization.

3.3. Growth of large crystals by reequilibration of the

droplet

We found that crystallization was greatly enhanced

by brief reequilibration of the crystallization droplet.

Crystals as large as � 300� 200� 120 lm3 (Fig. 2B)

were grown from the same droplets where the small

bipyramidal crystals were found, simply by lifting the

coverslip for few seconds. Since tert-butanol is a volatile

compound, even a short reequilibration of the crystal-
lization droplet could cause significant reduction of its

concentration. As crystals appeared only at high con-

centrations of tert-butanol, it is plausible that high va-

por pressure of the crystallization solution (30–34% tert-

butanol) was needed to form crystal nuclei, while the

actual growth of these nuclei was better achieved at a

lower concentration of alcohol.

Fig. 2. Light micrographs of typical crystals of P22 bacteriophage

portal ring. (A) Crystals were obtained by hanging-drop vapor diffusion

and displayed bipyramidal morphology. The dimensions are approxi-

mately 70� 50� 40lm3. The hanging drops had a final volume of 3ll
and were set up bymixing equal amounts of protein and precipitant. (B)

Portal protein crystals obtained after brief reequilibration of the

droplet. The dimensions are approximately 300� 200� 120lm3 and

displayed the same morphology of the microcrystal shown in Fig. 2A.
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3.4. Data collection

Crystal harvesting was difficult because of the size of

the crystals and the low viscosity of the crystallization

precipitant. Moreover a thick film of precipitation often

surrounded the crystals. We were able to harvest single

crystals grown in the presence of 30–34% tert-butanol,

quickly transfer them to stabilizing solutions containing

crystallization buffer and 25% PEG 400, and freeze them
under liquid nitrogen. Several data sets were collected at

the Advanced Photon Source beamline 14-BM-C with a

QUANTA CCD detector. As expected, the absolute

intensity of the diffraction and resolution of the X-ray

data appeared to be strongly correlated to the size of the

crystal. The majority of the crystals with a maximum

dimension of roughly 50lm did not diffract beyond 12–

15�AA resolution. A single crystal with overall dimensions
of approximately 70� 40� 40lm3 diffracted X-rays to

a maximum resolution of 7�AA. To accurately measure

the low-resolution data the detector was placed 425mm

from the sample. Absorption of scattered X-rays by the

air was minimized with a helium-filled aluminum cone

placed between the crystal and detector. Over 500 im-

ages were recorded using an oscillation range of 0.7� and
an exposure time of 30 s per image. A representative
diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 3. Despite the rela-

tive resolution of the crystal the diffraction patterns re-

corded displayed a distribution of diffraction maxima

expected for a large macromolecular complex. Re-

markably, despite the small size of the crystal (70lm in

the longest dimension) no significant radiation damage

was observed during the data collection (total exposure

time was about 4 h).

3.5. Data reduction

Over 500 frames were collected from a single frozen

crystal and about 380 were used for data processing and

scaling (Table 2). The crystal belonged to space group

I4, with unit cell dimensions of a ¼ b ¼ 409:4�AA,

c ¼ 260:4�AA (Table 2). Over 6000 reflections were mea-
sured, corresponding to 33 551 unique reflections. Data

are 100% complete in all shells from 60 to 7�AA and the

redundancy of the data was roughly 18. As shown in

Fig. 4B, the mean observed intensity was remarkably

high, with the average I=rI for all reflections of 16.7 and

about 2 in the highest resolution shell (7.3–7.0�AA reso-

lution, Fig. 4B). Considering the unit cell edges of

�409�AA along crystallographic axes a and b and that the
crystal used for data collection was only 70lm along the

longest dimension, the diffraction measured arose from

an array of approximately 1700 unit cells, a remarkably

small number when compared with the usual number of

unit cells present in a typical protein crystal, which is

estimated to be on the order of 109. Interestingly,

analysis of scaling statistics revealed that the X-ray data

were pseudo-I422, which differs from space group I4 by

the presence of a twofold rotation axis along x and

symmetry equivalent positions. In space group I422 the

Rmerge value is about 30% higher than in I4, probably

demonstrating the approximate, but misaligned, twofold

symmetry relating particles along the crystallographic

axes. The average mosaic spread of the crystal, as de-

fined by the program SCALEPACK (Otwinowski and
Minor, 1997), was 0.35�. Assuming that a single portal

ring consists of 12 subunits and has an overall molecular

weight of about 1.0MDa, and that a dimer of portal

rings is present in the asymmetric unit of space group I4,

the estimated volume per weight (Vm) is 2.8�AA Da�1

which is equivalent to a crystal solvent content of �55%.

Fig. 3. A diffraction image recorded from bacteriophage P22 portal

ring crystal oscillated 0.7� with an exposure time of 30 s. The X-ray

wavelength was 1.0�AA and the crystal to detector distance was 425mm.

The vertical edge of the image corresponds to a resolution of 4.5�AA.

Diffraction intensities can be accurately measured including a low

resolution of �60�AA.

Table 2

Summary of crystal data and diffraction statistics

Number of images 380

Space group I4

Reflections (unique/total) 33 551/628 390

Redundancy 18

Unit cell a ¼ 409:4�AA; b ¼ 409:4�AA; c ¼ 260:4�AA

Resolution 60–7.0�AA (7.3–7.0�AA)

Completeness (%) 100 (100)

Rsyma(%) 14.1 (80.1)

hI=rðIÞi 16.7 (3.9)

Note. In parentheses are reported outer shell statistics.
aRsym ¼

P
i; h j Iði; hÞ � hIðhÞi j =

P
i; h j Iði; hÞ j, where Iði; hÞ and

hIðhÞi are the ith and mean measurements of intensity of reflection h.
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A complete summary of unit cell data and of the

processing statistics is given in Table 2.

3.6. Analysis of non-crystallographic symmetry

The local symmetry in the connector was investigated

by self-rotation functions (Rossmann and Blow, 1962)

as implemented in the program GLRF (Tong and

Rossmann, 1997) using polar angles. First we investi-

gated the existence of local twofold axes of symmetry by
computing a self-rotation function in space group I4 for

j ¼ 180�. The best signal to noise was obtained in-

cluding approximately 800 reflections with an I=rI

higher than 5 in the resolution range 10–7.5�AA, which

corresponds to about 10% of the reflections measured in

this resolution range and using a radius of integration of

60�AA. As shown in Fig. 5A, the stereographic projections

at j ¼ 180� section revealed 2 orthogonal constellations

of peaks, each representing an entire asymmetric unit. In

each constellation 24 peaks were observed, representing

the positions of two connectors in the asymmetric unit
and suggesting that each connector was formed by 12

repeated subunits. Each peak was a maximum in the

rotation function and resulted from the relationship

Fig. 4. The mean intensity plotted against resolution for observed X-

ray data (A) in the resolution range 60–7�AA ð1=d2 � 0:0006–0:02Þ. (B)
The mean distribution of intensity normalized by the standard devia-

tion of the error associated with the measured intensity is plotted

versus the resolution ð1=d2Þ. At 12-�AA resolution the I=rI is larger than

12 and it drops to �2 at 7�AA.

Fig. 5. Stereographic projections of the k ¼ 180� section of the P22

connector self-rotation function showing the direction of twofold axes

of symmetry. The maps were contoured from 1r to 15r in steps of

0:25r. The functions were computed with program GLRF (Tong and

Rossmann, 1997) using a radius of integration of 60�AA. (A) Rotation

function calculated with observed data between 10- and 7.5-�AA reso-

lution and calculated including low-resolution (B) data from 60- to 10-
�AA resolution. The eight large peaks represent the crystallographic eight

symmetry operators present in space group I4.
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between the crystallographic fourfold axis (c-axis) and
the 12-fold noncrystallographic symmetry axes running

along the portal rings. This finding confirmed that the

recombinant portal protein crystallized was an oligo-

meric assembly of 12 subunits, which agrees with the

composition of wild-type connector purified from virus

(Bazinet et al., 1988). Certain peaks were somewhat

split, indicating that the two particles in the asymmetric

unit were in similar but not identical twofold orienta-
tions. Interestingly, in a rotation function computed

with only low-resolution data (10–60�AA), no 12-fold

symmetry was visible (Fig. 5B). This was consistent with

the fact that the low-resolution shell is dominated by

solvent diffraction (Dodson, 2001). Here the 12-fold non

crystallographic symmetry axis is obscured by the crys-

tallographic symmetry. In this regard the eight peaks

observed in Fig. 5B represent the eight symmetry oper-
ators of space group I4.

The stereographic plot allowed us to determine the

orientation of the portal noncrystallographic 12-fold

axis with respect to the crystallographic fourfold axis

along the c-axis. The portal protein 12-fold axis is ro-

tated approximately 17� from the crystallographic b-

axis. Finally, to confirm the existence of a 12-fold

symmetry axis, we computed a self-rotation function by
fixing / ¼ �90� and w ¼ 17� and searched j in the en-

tire polar space 1�–360� (Fig. 6). This one-dimensional j
plot revealed, as expected, a regular periodicity of a

maximum of the rotation function every 30�, confirming

that the P22 bacteriophage portal protein is an oligomer

of 12 subunits.

4. Summary

Bacteriophage P22 portal protein is an interesting

example of a viral molecular organization. A single viral

gene encodes a polypeptide chain that contains all the

information necessary to assemble into a highly sym-

metric macromolecular assembly. This structure plays a

critical structural and functional role in virtually all

stages of the virus replication cycle. Even though the
thermodynamics of the connector self-assembly is par-

tially understood (Moore and Prevelige, 2001; Rodri-

guez-Casado et al., 2001), the molecular mechanism of

dsDNA pumping into a host cell is unknown. The

crystal structure (Simpson et al., 2000) of /29-bacte-
riophage connector provided valuable starting infor-

mation about the overall architecture of dsDNA

packaging motors. In the case of bacteriopage P22
portal protein, the major limitation in the study of the

recombinant connector arises from the heterogeneity of

the ring reassembled from E. coli expressed protein. Our

inability to obtain crystals from connectors purified with

a gel filtration column probably reflects the dynamic

heterogeneity of the homo-oligomer and the constant

interexchange of particles of similar size. It is reasonable

to hypothesize that in vivo only oligomers formed by the
‘‘right’’ number of subunits will be assembled at the

vertex to form a pro-head virion. The ‘‘quality-control’’

mechanism underlying this selection is likely to be dic-

tated by the size of the capsid vertex itself, which can

accommodate only particles with a defined number of

subunits.

In this paper we have described a biochemical and

preliminary crystallographic analysis of bacteriophage
P22 head-to-tail connector. Our data have defined

tractable targets for atomic-resolution structural analy-

sis. In particular the biochemical basis for the homog-

enous formation of portal rings will be very useful for

producing larger crystals that will yield a higher reso-

lution than the actual 7�AA. Phase determination will be

initiated with molecular-replacement real-space 24-fold

averaging using the cryo-EM map of the T3 connector
(Valpuesta et al., 2000).
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Fig. 6. One-dimensional plot showing the intensity of the rotation

function at fixed values of / ¼ �90� and w ¼ 17� and searching j from

0�–360�. The existence of a 12-fold noncrystallographic axis is sug-

gested by the appearance of a maximum of the rotation function every

30�. The peak at the origin (0�¼ 360�) has been omitted for clarity.

Here the rotation function has a maximum value.
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